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T

he need to develop an understanding of spatial
relationships in three dimensions is one of the
major challenges faced by introductory physics
students. It arises, for example, when grappling with
three-dimensional coordinate systems and with the
vector (“cross”) product, when dealing with the concepts of torque and angular momentum, and perhaps
most prominently when studying relationships involving magnetic ﬁelds and forces. A variety of so-called
“right-hand rules” are important and widely used tools
for working with such concepts. In this paper we describe a simple and inexpensive visualization tool that
may be used to help learn and work with these important rules.
Greenslade1 has described the evolution of the
modern right-hand rule from a number of mnemonic
devices that originated shortly after Oersted’s discovery in 1820 of the force exerted on a compass needle
by a current-carrying wire. Various physical models
made of cardboard, wires, and other materials were
constructed, and an assortment of visualization “rules”
were developed and popularized in early textbooks.
The right-hand rule in its more modern form began
to appear in textbooks quite commonly beginning
around 1900.
Although the right-hand rule is an important mnemonic technique, physics instructors are well aware of
the diﬃculties accompanying its use. It is not unusual
to watch students attempting to apply the right-hand
rule become so ﬁxated in their hand manipulation that
they actually switch or forget which ﬁnger (or hand
orientation) they initially had associated with a parTHE PHYSICS TEACHER
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Fig. 1. Copy masters for the Current-Magnetic Field-Force
[“I-B-F”] card and the Cartesian-axes card. These may be
enlarged and copied directly onto card stock. Although
different colors are used here to distinguish I, B, and F,
monochrome cards are completely satisfactory.

Fig. 2. The angle of the fold in the I-B-F card can vary
between 0o and 180o.
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in orientation, until the magnetic-field arrow B is
pointing along the direction of the external magnetic
field. The force arrow F then shows the direction of
the magnetic force, so long as the card doesn’t become
“bent backwards” and the dots are connected by an
arc smaller than 180o. (If the angle exceeds 180o, the
actual direction of the force will of course be opposite
to the direction of the F arrow.)
The Cartesian-axes card can be set down ahead of
time or rotated as needed in order to help the student
remember the relative spatial orientation of x, y, and z
axes, as well as distinguishing between the +x and –x
directions. It can also help clarify the meaning of “x-y
plane,” “x-z plane,” etc.
In the classroom environment, use of these cards
has proved popular among most students. (We also
allow their use on quizzes and exams.) We have found
that the cards are most helpful when used in conjunction with other standard right-hand rule techniques.
Typically, students are first asked to solve the problem
utilizing the cards, and then asked to try and replicate
the result with one of the standard right-hand rule
mnemonics using fingers and hands. It is also useful to
ask students to relate the reversal of the force direction
that can occur when using the I-B-F card to the negative sign resulting from an angle greater than 180o
between the current and magnetic-field vectors when
using the equation F = ILB sin θ.
It is easy to come up with other possible uses of a
folded index card to illustrate three-dimensional spatial relationships. Indeed, one might assign students
the exercise of devising their own methods for illustrating such relationships with the use of the cards.
We are exploring the possibility that other simple lowtech devices—perhaps somewhat more elaborate than
a folded index card!—can assist students in learning
physics principles in which three-dimensional vector
concepts and spatial reasoning are involved.
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